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Abstract. Architectural Design Decisions (ADDs) capture the essence
of relevant Architectural Knowledge (AK) and the underpinning ratio-
nale in order to produce well-designed software architectures. AK and
design rationale might get lost if not captured at the same time when the
architecture is discussed and modeled in early design phases. For years,
this relevant knowledge has been captured using text templates and sup-
ported by a number of research tools. Nevertheless, as no commercial
tool is still available combining AK capturing with UML notations to
facilitate capturing the design decisions at the same time the architec-
ture is modeled, is the major barrier to convince software architects and
companies to invest in documenting the significant design decisions. As
capturing AK using text templates requires an extra effort, we propose an
approach to make the documentation process easier and reduce the effort
thereof by using voice commands. In particular, we suggest an approach
to: (i) capture ADDs using voice commands during design conversations,
and (ii) link the captured ADDs to UML notations. Our approach in-
tegrates OctoUML, a modeling tool with voice commands for capturing
design decisions by voice.

Keywords: Software Architecture · Architectural Knowledge · Design
Decisions · Voice Decisions · Knowledge Capturing · UML.

1 Introduction

It is well recognized by the software architecture community that documenting
Architectural Design Decisions (ADDs) is extremely relevant to avoid knowl-
edge vaporization [4]. For years, software architecture documentation has been
focusing on documenting architecture models, design patterns, and the results
of architecture evaluations. However, it is uncommon to find documented design
decisions explicitly [10]. This is mainly because of the burden and cost of ADDs’
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capturing effort, as well as the lack of suitable tool-support [9]. Furthermore, cap-
turing relevant Architectural Knowledge (AK) in Open Source Software (OSS)
projects becomes more complex due to loosely coordinated software contributors
who tend to code solutions without producing adequate documentation [7].

In a survey that we detail in Section 3, we find that software architecture
experts and practitioners perceive capturing ADDs alongside other software ar-
tifacts as valuable. However, the poor flexibility, usability, and effectiveness of
the majority of ADDs documentation tools is the main barrier to the adoption
of these tools [6]. In order to facilitate the effectiveness of the AK-capturing
process, we propose a novel approach that uses voice commands integrated with
a modeling tool for capturing and management of Architecture Design Decisions
by Voice, which is design decisions that are communicated by voice (ADDsV)
during architecture design conversation. In this work in progress paper, we in-
vestigate the usefulness of “capturing ADDsV” through a survey with software
architecture experts and practitioners, and we describe an approach to support:
(i) Capturing ADDsV during early-phase design and modeling meetings, and (ii)
Managing the captured ADDsV by linking these decisions to UML artifacts. The
remainder of this article is as follows. Section 2 describes some related works and
in Section 3 we outline our approach using a modified version of the OctoUML
tool (https://github.com/Imarcus/OctoUML). In Section 4 we describe our first
experiments and in Section 5 we provide the feedback collected from software
architecture researchers and practitioners. In Section 6 we discuss some limita-
tions of our approach and in Section 7 we discuss our conclusions and future
research steps.

2 Related Work

Since 2004 architectural knowledge has become the next step [4] for document-
ing the design decisions and supported by the ISO/IEC 42010 standard [1].
There exist approaches suggesting a number of AK research tools for captur-
ing and sharing the design decisions [6]. However, the diversity of these tools
did not solve, in a satisfactory way, the duality of the AK capturing problem
while software architects model an architecture [5], except two tools (i.e., AREL
and ADMentor) that enable capturing design rationale with some modeling ca-
pabilities. In a survey described in [17], the authors study human aspects in
software architecture decision-making such as collaborative group making, the
role of agile practices in decision-making, and the facilities provided by sev-
eral decision-making tools for capturing design rationale. However, the role of
multimodal interfaces facilitating the tasks of capturing design decisions is not
investigated by the authors.

Although some AK research tools offer some collaborative support for shar-
ing the design decisions (e.g. WiKi tools like EAGLE [8]), only some recent
tools (e.g. SAW [14], ASQ [18]) provide explicit support to achieve a consen-
sus when stakeholders vote about decisions alternatives. As effective software
design requires decision making and reasoning to solve the problem-solution co-
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evolution [16], we need to increase the ease of use of tools for capturing design
decisions and modeling their architectures concurrently.

The use of multimodal interfaces for modeling architectures is now possible
such as discussed in [13], where a prototype speech control system is used to
enhance the interaction with UML tools. The approach described in [3] presents
SketchLink, a tool to sketch diagrams in software engineering so designers can
capture and annotate the diagrams and link these to code artifacts. Modern so-
lutions like OctoUML [11] allow designers to interact combining touch screens
and voice commands to depict architectural elements in a collaborative way [12].
Unfortunately, capturing design decisions and their rationale is not supported
by OctoUML. Another work [20] envisions using video walls for collaborative
decision making and capturing the decisions on the fly. However, the approach
is not capable to extract the decisions from the voice files. Finally, a recent expe-
rience [15] suggests a similar approach to ours for capturing voice conversations
during design meetings by using the KnoCap tool, with which designers can
mark the most relevant fragments to be used at any time.

3 Approach

OctoUML [11] is a proof-of-concept open-source prototype that explores sup-
porting software development teams by offering more human-centered interac-
tion modalities in software development tools. In order to address the challenge
for capturing design decision by voice and link these to UML artifacts we address
the following research questions:

– RQ1 How useful is capturing ADDsV during collaborative design meetings?
– RQ2 How can design modeling tools be adapted to capture and manage

ADDsV?

To this end, we use OctoUML, an interactive whiteboard software that sup-
ports touch and voice interaction, which can be used on standard PCs and
tablets. Figure 1 shows the main interface of the tool.

The key features of OctoUML are summarized below:

– Supporting the creation and mixing of software models at different levels
of formality – in particular sketches and formal ‘geometric’ models. This
enables a smooth transition from design ideation to more formal design rep-
resentations.

– Collaborative distributed development by offering a joint canvas where de-
velopers on different locations can draw and edit shared diagrams.

– Combining navigation in design and source code in a single view.

3.1 Voice interaction

Current technology provides opportunities for more intuitive and efficient in-
teraction with the software. One notorious challenge in software development
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Fig. 1. Modeling an architecture with OctoUML using the touch interface.

has been the production and maintenance of documentation, partly due to the
old-fashion use of typing as the way to edit documents. In the last decade, mo-
bile phones have pushed additional interaction modes, such as touch, voice, and
gesture. We propose that these modalities can also be used to ease the work for
software developers to enter and maintain documentation [11]. In particular, en-
abling voice-recording near the interactive whiteboard where design discussions
take place, opens up new ways for registering design discussions, including design
decisions and rationale. The OctoUML design environment supports interaction
via voice commands by using the Sphinx4 voice recognition library [19].

3.2 OctoUML Grammar Extension

OctoUML provides a basic grammar (Java Speech Grammar Format) to define
the voice commands the tool supports. In order to capture design decisions, we
extended the grammar in the following way (See Figure 2):

– We provide the ability to create a design decision that can be captured using
voice.

– We support capturing the design rationale of the decision.
– We support replaying, changing (updating), and removing a decision by

voice.
– We support sharing a decision with other users, which is useful in group

decision making.
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Fig. 2. OctoUML grammar extension for capturing design decisions.

According to the changes in the grammar, we provide the command to create
design decision, but we can also add the rationale for each decision using
the command create rationale. Other useful commands to manipulate design
decisions or rationale by voice are replay decision, update decision, delete
decision, and show decision. We also created a separate command, share

decision, for sharing the decisions with other users. This command is useful in
distributed teams for group decision making.

3.3 Implementation with Sphinx

During the implementation, we integrated the OctoUML code with the CMUS-
phinx library (https://cmusphinx.github.io/) used for controlling the voice. The
graphical user interface is defined by the FXML (i.e. XML-based user inter-
face markup language) created by Oracle Corporation, so in OctoUML we have
two main files (i.e. classDiagramView.fxml, sequenceDiagramView.fxml), that
we modified to include an icon supporting the voice management.

In order to include an icon to start the voice recording of the decisions,
we used the abstract class AbstractDiagramController.java, so we recognize the
voice commands based on the grammar. The problem, in this case, was that the
microphone is an exclusive resource that can’t be shared by other threads and
once it recognizes a command, we must stop the recognition facility and start
capturing the voice until the user presses the new icon to stop capturing the
decisions. By the moment we cannot use a voice command to stop recording
the decisions because we cannot know when a user finished describing a decision
with the voice.

We also modified the class voiceController to add the new code supporting
the changes in the grammar and avoid locking the microphone. Therefore, we
implemented a new class named RecordDDController to manage the recording
mode and capture voice decisions as WAV files. Once the microphone is unlocked
and the record is finished, the class RecordDDController stores the voice file and
replays the voice decision in the speakers. The recording mode finishes once the
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user clicks on the recording mode icon in the OctoUML smart touch screen re-
leasing the resources.

Finally, we created another class, RecordDDManagement to assign a name
to the voice file which stores the description of the design decision. The CMUS-
phinx4 package used for voice recognition and capturing also decodes the voice
and translates this into a text string in case we need to display the decision on
the screen. As a summary, the list of the classes we modified are the following:

– SpeechSourceProvider.java: allocates a new microphone each time it is re-
quired by the VoiceController class and to avoid locking the microphone
which is managed by the RecordDDController class

– AbstractSpeechRecognizer.java: it allows access to the microphone enabling
different operations

– LiveSpeechRecognizer.java: implements the method to unlock the micro-
phone

– Microphone.java: is used to access the voice files

4 Capturing Voice Decisions

As a first experience based on the extension implemented in Section 3.3, we
do a trial for capturing ADDsV. A decision and its rationale can be captured
before or after the architecture is depicted using OctoUML’s drawing tools.
Figure 3 shows ADDsV capturing process. A user can interact with the tool
by (1) activating the microphone (white button) to enter in “command mode”.
Then, the user-interface automatically switches into “voice recording” mode and
starts (2) capturing the ADDsV using the “create design decision” command or
capturing a rationale using “create rationale” command. Once the user finishes
discussing the design decision or rationale, he/she interacts (3) with the screen by
deactivating the microphone (red button). After that, the voice design decision or
rationale is reproduced (4) so the user can know the last decision taken. The use
of meaningful names for ADDsV is useful for searching, retrieving, or listing such
decisions. Currently, the functionality used for naming decisions is implemented
using the keyboard. This is because naming decisions can use symbolic names
or a few short meaningful words. It turns out that using voice commands is not
the easiest way for this step. One solution to this could be to train people to
assign appropriate names. Once the decision is recorded, the tool automatically
waits until the user gives a meaningful name to the decision (step 5). Once the
user spells out the word “end”, the tool stores (6) the ADDsV as .wav and .txt
files.

5 Perception of Experts and Practitioners

We conducted a short survey with software architecture experts and practition-
ers. We asked them to answer 10 questions related to the usefulness of using
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Fig. 3. Capturing design decisions by voice (left side), and giving a name to the
recorded decision (right side).

voice for capturing architecture design decisions. We remark that this survey
does not investigate the use and usability aspects of our prototype, but rather
highlights: (i) to what extent it is important for practitioners capturing design
decisions by voice that can be linked to software artifacts, and (ii) how this
approach could be useful in agile software development approaches and collabo-
rative decision-making activities. The results are shown in Figure 4. We collected
the data during October and November 2019, and we received 17 responses from
10 different countries in Europe, South America, and Canada. The age of the
respondents varies between [27-67] years. The experience of the respondents in
software architecture design ranges between [4-35] years, but most of them have
between [6-9] years of experience in architecture design. The average age of the
participants is 39.5 years and the average year of experience is 14 years.

From the responses of the subjects, we derived the following major findings.

1. Most of the respondents think that capturing architectural knowledge (AK)
is valuable for software architecture design practice. This indicates the im-
portance of our endeavor in capturing design decisions and AK via voice.

2. The respondents perceive that capturing decisions during modeling tasks is
highly relevant for collaborative decision-making, especially for distributed
teams. Sharing ADDsV is also perceived as valuable for developers. These
results indicate that capturing and sharing design decisions of developers
working in teams is still a challenging task that is not effectively supported
by tools or practices.

3. Some respondents believe that capturing and linking ADDsV to architectural
artifacts is important, but not as much as linking these decisions to a UML
diagram. While we think that linking design decisions to the architecture and
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10. When collaboratively making decisions in distributed 

teams, how valuable is sharing ADDsV using a 

mobile device? 1 2 3 4 5

1. To what extent capturing Software Architecture 

knowledge is important? 

2. How useful is capturing ADDsV for you?

3. How useful is linking ADDsV to architecture?

4. How useful is linking ADDsV to UML artifacts?

5. How important would it be for you to search ADDsV?

6. How important would it be for you to list ADDsV? 

7. How important would it be for you to re-play ADDsV?

8. In Agile meetings, do you agree that capturing ADDsV

will make iterations faster?

9. When collaboratively making decisions in distributed 

teams, how valuable is capturing ADDsV?

Fig. 4. Perception of practitioners capturing Architecture Design Decisions by Voice
(ADDsV).

UML diagrams is important for traceability, it seems that some respondents
prefer to use other diagrams than the UML to represent the architecture
and, thus, indicated that the linking of ADDsV to UML diagrams is of less
importance.

4. The respondents indicate that searching for, listing, and re-playing ADDsV
are relevant and important matters, however, the diversity of the responses
is wide. We think that this diversity in the responses is normal, as different
users usually have different preferences of the features for the manipulation
and interaction with the artifacts.

5. Many respondents believe it to be important to have ADDsV in agile meet-
ings, as these decisions can be shared in a faster way than via documenting
them. Again, this indicates the importance of our endeavor in capturing
design decisions and AK via voice.

In addition to these findings, we performed a qualitative analysis of the per-
sonal opinions of the respondents. This analysis yielded some interesting issues:
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One subject indicated:

“I have never seen this in practice, so it is difficult to imagine how voice
decisions would work. Perhaps you can consider transcribing the deci-
sions automatically so that you also have them as text”.

While another respondent expressed:

“Writing down decisions is favorable over voice decisions, because it
forces the author into a certain thought process and proper formulation
of her thoughts. Voice decisions may be easy to record, but that does not
save much time in my opinion”.

Our perception is that architects still think of documenting decisions as the
main way to capture architecture knowledge, and they hardly perceive that
ADDsV can be useful too. Another respondent said:

“The vast majority of decisions are not worthwhile to share; as the nec-
essary context is not made explicit that allows the understanding of the
decision”.

We believe that decisions made for a specific software project are bounded
by the context of the project, so all stakeholders should be aware of the context
boundaries where decisions are meaningful for all of them. However, capturing
the rationale by voice can help to make decisions more understandable.

Finally, one respondent mentioned:

“distributed teams collaborating over Jira or chat platforms (e.g. Slack)
mostly document decisions in tickets. That approach works very well for
them. I see the benefit of the tool, not to capture the decision itself, but
rather for capturing alternatives and pro/con arguments of the decision”.

We are in favor of capturing details as much as possible about the rationale
of design decisions, including the pros and the cons of these decisions. ADDsV
files can be augmented with more details on the pros and cons of the decisions.
But overloading these files with extra details reduces the agility of the approach,
as additional details on the pros and cons can be found in the detailed textual
documentations.

From the qualitative analysis of the comments provided by the subjects in-
terviewed we come up with the following issues. As capturing and documenting
decisions by voice is a new practice for software architects our prototype plans
to produce text strings of the voice decisions that can be documented in the
traditional way, as searching for decisions in voice files could be complex. Also,
the opinion expressed by one subject that voice decisions won’t save much time
could be partially true but in remote teams where users can use also their mo-
bile phones to remotely capture a decision can ease the collaborative part in
distributed teams, instead of having a UML tool to depict architecture artifacts.
Therefore, capturing decisions more agile is not only a matter of time-saving.
We agree that sharing a decision requires a context, but this can be added as an
extension in the grammar. However, we believe all relevant stakeholders should
know the context or specific project where decisions are made.
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6 Limitations

Although this is an early experience for capturing design decisions by voice while
modeling UML diagrams, our approach still has some limitations for practical
use of the proposed solution. First, the proposed grammar can recognize com-
mands for handling some decisions using voice, but the captured voice design
decision is recorded as a voice stream, so currently, we cannot recognize pro-
nounced sentences. One way to mitigate this factor is to integrate our solution
with existing voice recognition software to provide extended capabilities. Second,
extracting specific elements from the recorded voice is not possible at present,
so we need to provide advanced capabilities to recognize concrete parts (e.g., the
selection of a specific design pattern). Third, our current solution does not trans-
late design designs by voice to textual forms and does not provide mechanisms
to manipulate these forms. However, this feature is planned for implementation
in the future.

7 Conclusion and Research Challenges

Compared to previous approaches using text templates, we offer an approach
that combines a multi-modal interface for capturing the relevant Architecture
knowledge and depicting software architectures using the touch screen with voice
for capturing the relevant AK. This approach provides an agile way that is suit-
able for agile development teams to capture design decisions in a non-intrusive
way while designing or discussing an architecture.
We used a survey to assess the usefulness of capturing design decisions by voice
during a collaborative architecture design meeting. The respondents perceived
capturing design decisions by voice as useful and indicated the potential of our
approach in supporting architecture knowledge management. From our initial
experience, software architects need some training to capture design decisions
by voice together with their rationale using concise sentences. In addition, we
trust on the reliability of the survey as we asked experts in architectural knowl-
edge and software architecture as well, even if we only got 17 responses.
Currently, the grammar for assigning names is a subset of the full English gram-
mar, as most of the keywords are based on computer science terms. In this
direction, there are some interesting experiences choosing a suitable NLP (natu-
ral language processing) dictionary for analyzing documents [2]. In addition, our
approach goes beyond [15] as we use one single tool for architecture modeling
as well as for capturing the design decisions by voice and not only capturing
the voice in design meetings. Hence, software architects can model using a UML
tool and capture the decisions at the same time they depict their architecture
models.

Below, we provide a list of the research challenges that will guide the next
steps of future work:

– Extend the grammar to support additional voice-based interaction function-
ality.
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– Provide support for group-decision making.
– Support versioning of decisions to track history.
– Display voice decisions in the smart touch screen so users can easily find and

replay the decisions linked to design artifacts.
– Explore the use of mobile devices for capturing voice in an agile way.
– Add more semantics to the decisions captured.
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